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Abstract 
Peschke, G. and P. Symonds, Pro-torsion completions of abelian groups, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 88 (1993) 187-197. 
We give a unified approach to various forms of completion of abelian groups. The relationship 
of such completions with tensor products with a complete ring and topological completion is 
discussed. 
Introduction 
Our main objective is to provide a uniform approach to several forms of 
completion for abelian groups. In the literature one finds at least three kinds of 
operations whose outcome is referred to as ‘completion’: 
(i) taking the inverse limit of a certain natural diagram of quotients associated 
with a given abelian group-profinite completion is a familiar example; 
(ii) giving each group, in a natural way, a non-trivial topology and completing 
in the sense of point-set topology--e.g. the p-adic rationals 0: may be obtained 
this way; 
(iii) tensoring with a complete ring, such as the p-adic integers Z,^-called 
‘formal completion’ by Sullivan [4, 1.231. 
The relation between inverse limit completion and topological completion is 
well documented; see e.g. [l]. Less well understood seems to be the relation 
between topological completion and tensor product with a complete ring, such as 
0; z Q (877;. Here we offer a systematic approach to completions of abelian 
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groups which is suitable for discussing the interconnections between all three 
points of view. 
We proceed to explain our strategy. For every class 2 of abelian groups 
satisfying certain conditions we obtain a covariant functor on the category of 
abelian groups as follows. If A is a group, consider the collection of its quotients 
belonging to %‘. These quotients determine an inverse diagram whose morphisms 
are all those epimorphisms AIM -++ AIN corresponding to an inclusion of M into 
N. The inverse limit A,^ of this diagram is called the %-completion of A. 
For example, choosing 2 to be YP, the class of all p-torsion groups, leads to 
one of our main results: 
Theorem 4.1. The functor ’ Fp -completion’ is naturally isomorphic to tensoring 
with the p-adic integers RI:. 
Having independent access to the same operation via inverse limits and tensor 
products can be of considerable computational advantage; see Corollary 4.2. 
In Section 1 we present those properties of %-completion which can be seen 
directly from the definitions. Sections 2 and 3 deal with the exactness properties 
of %-completion. The main difficulty here is that the diagrams for the inverse 
limits involved vary from group to group. We handle this difficulty by showing 
that the Z-completion of all three groups in a short exact sequence can be 
modeled on the inverse diagram of the group in the middle. The category- 
theoretical ingredients for this remodeling process are explained in Section 2. The 
discussion of exactness properties of %‘-completions is then reduced to direct 
calculations and an application of the theory of derived functors. Section 4 
contains our main results: the identification of several %-completion functors as 
tensor products. In Section 5, we explain how to approach E-completion from the 
point of view of topological completion. 
1. Definitions and basic properties of pro-torsion completions 
Let 2 be a class of abelian groups closed under isomorphism types and possibly 
also satisfying some of the following conditions: 
(i) if X E %’ then every subgroup of X is also in 2, 
(ii) if X E Z then every quotient of X is also in 2, 
(iii) if X E % then the injective hull of X is also in 2, 
(iv) 8Y is closed under finite products, 
(v) ZZ? is closed under arbitrary direct sums. 
The classes that we shall deal with in this paper are the following: 
9 = {finite groups} , 
T,, = {finite p-groups} , 
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5 = {torsion groups} , 
Fp = {p-torsion groups} , 
Tf = {torsion groups with torsion at only finitely many primes) 
Any such class 2 determines a covariant functor on the category of abelian 
groups, called 3?-completion. It sends an abelian group A to the abelian group A,; 
via the following construction: The Z-diagram of an abelian group A consists of 
all the quotient groups of A which belong to 2 together with all those epimorph- 
isms X + Y corresponding to an inclusion ker(A + X) < ker(A + Y). Then A,^ is 
the inverse limit of the Z-diagram of A. It consists of all those elements 
such that each of the epimorphisms AIM+ A/N sends uM to aN. 
Lemma 1.1. For every class S?_T satisfying (i) there is a covariant functor 
; : %!&33+d~. 
Proof. A homomorphism f : A-+ B yields a homomorphism f ,i, : A;> + Bi as 
follows. If B/N belongs to the g-diagram of B, then 
A/fPINzim f/(Nnim f)‘im(AL BY” BIN) 5 BIN 
belongs to the Z-diagram of A. Thus we define the Nth coordinate map of fOT to 
be the composite 
It is straightforward to check that these maps are coherent; see Lemma 2.1. 0 
Remark 1.2. The universal property of inverse limits gives a natural map 
A+A;. 
Example 1.3. The following well-known facts play a key role in the sequel: 
(i) ZGP ‘ZGP, the p-adic integers, commonly denoted by iZp^; 
(ii) ZG s iz,; g n Zp^ , commonly denoted by Z” ; 
(iii) if S is a torsion group then S& z S, and SgP is isomorphic to the p-torsion 
subgroup of S. 
Remark 1.4. If A is finitely generated then A,; F A$ and, for each prime p, 
A; =A;. 
P P 
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Proposition 1.5. If 27 satisfies conditions (i) and (v), then pro-% completion 
commutes with direct sums. 
Proof. If A = @ A\E,, A,, consider the maps 
It suffices to show that im(r) C @(A,); and that r is injective, since z-i = Id on 
@(A,);. 
Suppose that for x = (x, E A lN) E A:, there is an infinite subset A,, C A such 
that for each p E A,,, (pr,),; (x) # 0 (pr, is the projection of A onto A,). Then for 
each p E A,, let N, 5 A, be such that the NWth component of (pr,),; (x) is not 
zero. Let 
then A/L=@ W,_no A@/N@ E ST by condition (v). By construction, xL has a 
non-zero coordinate in each summand A I* I N,--a contradiction. 
To show that 7~ is l-l, let x = (xN E A/N) # 0 E A,^. Pick N such that xN # 0 
and let N, = A, fl N. Now A,IN, 9 AIN, so A,IN, E R by condition (i) and so 
too is 
Let L =03 hE,, Nh C N. Then xL #O since it has image x,,, E A/N. But xL = 
c,,,4 xL,, where xL, E A,IN,; say xL, # 0. Then 
((pr, )W)N~ = XL, # 0 7 
as required. 0 
2. Inverse limits 
This section is included for the convenience of the reader. It contains a useful 
criterion for when two inverse limits over different diagrams are isomorphic. The 
standard reference is [3]. 
In this section 2 or ,$’ always denotes a small category serving as a model for 
inverse limit diagrams. If F : $+ % is a functor we assume that inverse limits in % 
exist. The lemma below follows from the universal property of inverse limits. 
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Lemma 2.1. A functor C#I : $49 induces a morphism 
We are looking for a condition under which +* is an isomorphism. The key 
notion is that of an initial functor; see [3, p. 2141. 
Definition 2.2. A functor 4 : 2 -+ 2’ is initial if 
(i) for any object j’ E J’ there is an object j E J and an arrow +( j)4j’; 
(ii) any two arrows +( j)4 j’ and +(k)4j’ can be connected via a commuta- 
tive diagram of the form 
Dualizing Theorem 1 of [3, p. 2131, we have the following: 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose C$ : 2-2’ is an initial functor. Then 4* : F4 li$Fo 4) 
is an isomorphism for every functor F : 8’ -+ %. 0 
3. Exactness properties of pro-torsion completions 
In this section we show that completion with respect to any of the classes YP, 
Tf, 3 is an exact functor. We begin by recasting the informal development of 
Section 1 in its proper category-theoretical framework. 
Definition 3.1. The E-category %A of an abelian group A has as its objects all 
subgroups N of A for which A/N E 2. The morphisms are the inclusions between 
these subgroups. 
Definition 3.2. The pro-% diagram of A is given by the functor FA from Z?A into 
the category of abelian groups sending an object N of %?A to A/N and sending an 
inclusion N, 4 N2 to the corresponding epimorphism A/N, + AIN,. 
Thus the inverse diagram for the E-completion of a group A is modeled on the 
category EA. For different groups the corresponding model categories can be 
wildly different. Our next step is to model the g-diagrams associated to a short 
exact sequence on the category of the term in the middle. 
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Lemma 3.3. Zf 2 satisfies condition (i), then any monomorphism u : A w B 
determines a functor 4 : ZB + 2TA, given by N ++ u-IN. If 2 satisfies in addition 
conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) then $ is initial. 
Proof. 4(N) is an object of 2ZA because u factors to a monomorphism 
AIu~‘N- BIN, using condition (i). If N, c, N2 is an arrow in gB, then 
u-‘(N,) 5 U-‘(N?) and so +(N, - N2) is defined. Now let M E ,ZA; we need to 
find N E 2YB such that there is a morphism 4(N)- M. Let I denote the injective 
hull of A/M. Then we get a factorization 
A-B 
1 I 
‘P 
AIM- I 
Setting N = ker cp, it follows that NE 2$, by conditions (i) and (iii), and 
4(N) = M yielding the required morphism. Next consider a diagram 
4(N,,)-+ M c $(N,). Conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) together ensure that the 
pullback object of the diagram B/N,,-+ BI(N,, + N,) -+ B/N, is in 2. This 
pullback is B/No II N,, SO N,, fl N, E LTB, which yields the desired connection 
M M M 
T I i 
4(N,,) - 4(N,, ” N,) -@(N,) 0 
Corollary 3.4. In the setting of the previous lemma, 
is an isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose 28 satisfies condition (ii). If u : B + C is an epimorphism 
then there exists an initial functor 
Proof. Set K = ker u and put +(M) = u(M) 5 C. This is legitimate, by condition 
(ii), because C/u(M) is a quotient of B/M. If M, 4 M, is an arrow in gB, then 
u(M,) 5 u(M2). Thus t,!~ is defined. 
Now suppose NE gc. Then B/V’(N) z C/N, so u-‘(N) E TB and, hence, 
$(u-‘N) = N. Next, if q!r(M1)-+ N + $(M,) is given, then u(M,),u(M,) 5 N. 
But then M,,M, < u-‘(N), which yields the desired connection: 
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N N N 
T T Id T 
dM,)- W-‘(N)) -‘b(K) 0 
Corollary 3.6. In the setting of the previous lemma, 
$* : lim Fc+lEF,.0$ 
t 
is an isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose 2? satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Then an exact sequence of 
groups 
determines an exact sequence of %YB-diagrams 
Proof. If NE gB, then the sequence 
O+ A/(u-‘N) 6 BIN2 C/u(N) + 0 
is exact. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Zf 2’ satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) then the functor 
is left exact. 
Proof. By Corollaries 3.4 and 3.6 it suffices to show that 
is exact. F, is a monomorphism in each component. Thus u,& is a monomorphism. 
Similarly, if uiz(bN) = 0, then each b, gets sent to 0, consequently has a unique 
preimage in AI(u-‘N). These preimages form an element in l&o FA because they 
are coherent under the map F, : FA 0 4 H F, . Cl 
Theorem 3.9. Let Y, resp. Y,,, be the class of torsion groups, resp. p-torsion 
groups. Then 3 and gl, are exact functors. 
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Proof. Both functors are left exact by the previous result. So it remains to show 
that they preserve epimorphisms. Recall (e.g. [Z]) that, since ,C is left exact, the 
right derived functors R,( .;) of ,$ convert a short exact sequence 
into the exact sequence 
The R,-terms are also referred to as lim’-terms. We claim that R,( $)A = 0. Let I 
be the injective hull of A. Then 
is an injective resolution of A, and 5 converts this into the exact sequence 
By definition, the R,(,>) are the homology groups of the chain complex 
Note that S is torsion. So the claim can be read off the following commutative 
diagram: 
The proof that ,G is exact follows along the same lines with the sole adjustment 
that S,$ is the /primary summand of S. q 0 
Since TP C Tf, Lemma 2.1 yields a natural transformation A,$,-+ A,$ and thus a 
natural transformation 8 : Aif+ n, AGp. 
P 
Proposition 3.10. 0 is a natural equivalence. 
Proof. JJ A,;[, is an iterated inverse limit. By rearranging this process we obtain 
the inverse limit diagram of A,$,, 
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c ~ - 
r,(J* . . J,,,) 
where AIJ,, is a quotient of A which is p-torsion. 0 
Corollary 3.11. Pro-.Yf completion is an exact functor. 0 
4. Tensor products and completions 
A group A in 5,,,, resp. Y, is naturally a Z,^-module (resp. a fl Z,^-modules), 
because for each a E A, the homomorphism Z 3 y1 H na E A extends to a homo- 
morphism .Zz + A s A,ip (resp. Z,T A+ A). Hence there are natural transforma- 
tions 
Theorem 4.1. (ps 
P 
and cpT are natural equivalences. 
Proof. We give the argument for 3,,. The argument for 9 is similar. Given a 
group A, choose a free resolution 
O+F,wF,+A-;,O 
to get the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
O- (F,,); - (F,); - A,; -0 P I’ P 
The two vertical arrows on the left are isomorphisms by Proposition 1.5. The 
claim follows by the Slemma. 0 
Corollary 4.2. (i) Q,T,, A E Zi 8 Q, commonly known as the p-adic rationals, 
(ii) Q,> z (n, Z,^)@ 
Let T be a torsion group. Then 
(iii) T C3 22’; z T, , the p-primary summand of T, 
(iv) T&27$ z T. 
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Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from the interpretation of completion as a tensor 
product; see Theorem 4.1. Parts (iii) and (iv) follow from the interpretation of 
the tensor products as inverse limits, using the fact that T z Tg . 0 
Note the difference: Q,>p z iZE @Q, whereas profinite p-completion yields 
Q?>,, = 0. 
5. X-completion and topological completeness 
Here we sketch the approach to a”-completion via topological completion. Our 
basic reference is [l, Chapter III]. If 2 is a class of groups, give each of its 
members the discrete topology. Then 
A,,^ =lim FA C n A/N, 
C 
A/NE% 
with the subspace topology, is a complete topological group. 
On the other hand, we may endow A with the crudest topology such that all 
epimorphisms A -+ AIN, AIN E 2 discrete, are continuous. Thus each subgroup 
N with A/N E 2 is an open and closed neighbourhood of 0, and the collection of 
all such N’s forms a neighbourhood base for 0. If 25’ satisfies conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iv), then the category 2?lpp, obtained by reversing all arrows of %*, may also 
be regarded as a directed set 9. Declare two Cauchy nets in A modeled on 9 
equivalent if their difference converges to 0. The topological S?-completion Ai. is 
the collection of equivalence classes of 9-Cauchy nets in A. A base neighbour- 
hood of 0 consists of all the equivalence classes of Cauchy nets that are eventually 
in a given subgroup N of A with A/N E 2. It is not difficult to show that A& is 
complete. Consequently each epimorphism A + A/N has a unique continuous 
extension over A,. Thus there is a natural continuous map 
which is an isomorphism; see [l, III, 7.31. 
Remark 5.1. Topological significance of condition (iii): If 2 satisfies conditions 
(i)-(iv), then a monomorphism u : A ++ B completes to a continuous homo- 
morphism u;, : A; + BY, which is a homeomorphism onto its image, If (iii) is not 
satisfied, then the topology of A,. may be finer than the topology of its image. 
Remark 5.2. The operation i may not be idempotent: While every 2Z’-quotient of 
A is also an Z-quotient of A;., the latter may have additional T-quotients. In this 
case retopologizing Ay with respect to its %‘-quotients and completing again leads 
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to a bigger group. Choosing S? = T”, this corresponds to the fact that 
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